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SHRI NIRMAL CHATTERJEE; He does 
not answer my question. (Inter, ruptions). 

SHRI KALYAN ROY: You listen- to us 
for one minute each. 

SHRI SHRIDHAR WASUDEO DHABE: 
This ruling given hag given rise to very 
important implications about the rights and 
privileges of the Members of the Rajya Sabha 
as associate  Members  or... (Interruptions). 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN; That is all 
right. 

SHRI SHRIDHAR WASUDEO DHABE; 
I* is a very important matter. It has got very 
far-reaching effects, and you should not shut 
out a discussion on this matter. It should be 
seriously considered by this House. 
(Interruptions). 

SHRI KALYAN ROY; In the case of the 
Committee on the Viswa-Bharati Bill, we 
have co-opted Members of the Lok Sabha. 
Does it mean, Sir, that they are fiIty Per cerrt and 

we are hundred per cent... (Interruptions). 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: That is a 
different Commttee. (Interruptions). Do not 
mix up the two, Mr. Kalyan Roy. 
(Interuptions). >If you cannot appreciate it, I 
cannot help much. 

SHRI KALYAN ROY: Does it mean, Sir, 
that I have less rights then.. . 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN; This has 
been replied to.   (Interruptions). 

SHRI KALYAN ROY: Thirdly, in view of 
th° assurance of the hon. Chairman in his 
Chamber that he will admit a Calling 
Attention1, after a statement is made we will 
have the right to ask questions regarding the 
petroleum scandal and... (Interruptions). 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: That is all 
right.    Mr. Mathur. 

CALLING ATTENTION TO MATTER 
OF URGENT PUBLIC IMPORTANCE 

Reported delay in the publication of school 
text books by NCERT causing harassment 
to school children due to shortage and high 

prices of text books 
SHRI JAGDISH PRASAD MATHUR 

(Uttar Pradesh); Sir, I'beg to call the attention 
of the Minister of Education and Culture and 
Social Welfare to the reported delay in the 
publication of school text books by NCERT 
causing harassment to school children due to 
shortage and high prices of text books and the 
remedial steps taken by the Government in  
this regard. 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRIES OF EDUCATION AND 
CULTURE AND SOCIAL WELFARE 
(SHRIMATI SHEILA KAUL): Sir, the 
Honourable Members in their Calling 
Attention have referred to a reported delay in 
the publication of school text books by 
NCERT. Neither the Government nor 
NCERT is aware of any specific complaint 
relating to delay in publication of school text 
books this year. 

2. I am grateful to the Members for raising 
thi9 matter because it gives us an. opportunity 
,to inform all concerned about the steps taken 
by NCERT this year for timely publication of 
school test books. 

3. Sir, I have information indicating an 
excellent position not only in respect of 
publication but also in respect of distribution 
for sale. This House will be happy to know 
that adequate copies for the current aca. demic 
session have already been printed. I may also 
clarify that for distribution of its publications 
for sale NCERT utilises the channels 
established by the Publications Division of the 
Ministry of Information end Broadcasting. 
The latter have certified that supply and sale 
Of textbooks this year have been- very regular 
and that they have not received any 
complaintg from any dealer, customer or 
institution. 

4. Experience  has   shown* that  hot ail 
educational institutions are always 
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siWe to avail of the trade channels. "To help 
such institutions, therefore, NCERT has 
introduced a system of inviting direct orders 
from educational institutions. In response to 
their advertisement in this connection this 
year, about 300 educational institu-tionp 
requested for direct supply. I am happy to 
report, 90% or more of the requirements in 
each order have already been supplied. 

5. The Honourable Members have also 
referred to textbooks being sold by NCERT at 
high prices. NCERT, I «iay point out, 
publishes textbooks on a 'no profit, no loss' 
basis. There is hardly any scope for reducing 
the price further. Out of 199 titles published 
in English and Hindi, 148 are in the price 
range of Re. 1 to Rs. 5, 47 are in the price 
range of Rs. 5 to Rs. 10 and only 4 are priced 
above Rs. 10. Sir, I sriould also poifVt out 
that in some of the higher classes NCERT 
book.s a.re not the only ones prescribed; the 
Central Board of Secondary Education 
recommends a wumber of other books by 
other publishers along with NCERT books. A 
comparison of the prices of all such books will 
show that NCERT books are generally the 
cheapest, 

6. Mr. Chairman, Sir, I would like to take 
this opportunity to assure the House that it 
will always be our endeavour to improve the 
quality of books, keep their prices to the mini-
mum, and ensure easy availability in good 
time and at convenient places. The new 20 P°int 
Programme announced by the Government, 
also emphasises this point. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN; This  will 
continue after lunch. 

 
The House then adjourned for 

lunch at eight minutes past one of 
the clock. 

-■ 
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SHRI     SHRIDHAR        WASUDEO 
DHABB   (Maharashtra);   Mr.   Deputy-
Chairman, Sir, this is very important subject 
relating to education in  our institutions and 
this    policy of publishing books by the 
NCERT has helped a  lot  the student 
community to get booka at reasonable prices.    
The prices of these books are much lower 
than what the private traders   used to charge.   
In fact, the private traders tried     to sabotage 
the NCERT many times,   because   there are 
big profits involved and they could share     
the profits with publishers, stockists, book. 
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of 42.81 lakhs far classes I to VIII, ir« 
have received 4020 lakhs, which i* more 
than what is required by these 6chools. 
The total printing order for clases IX to 
XII is 35.48 lakhs and we have received 
28.93 lakhs. This is for 1982 to 1983 and 
1983 to 1984. So, these are for thte next 
year also. 

SHRI SHRIDHAR WASUDEO 
DHABE: My question was not about 
how much you are printing for the 
Central Schools. My question was about 
th'3 percentage, how much they are 
printing in the private sector for private 
schools and how much we are publishing 
for the public sector. 

SHRIMATI SHEILA KAUL: I will 
tell you just now. 

MR, DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The 
NCERT publishes books for the Central 
Schools only, not for all schools. 

SHRIMATI SHEILA KAUL: The 
NCERT creates prototype book3 and then 
the present orders are placed with the 
private agencies because their cost is 
lower than the Government cost. It ig 
because the Government presses that are 
in Madras and Chandigarh are very big 
ones and for that we have to place an 
order of 40 lakh copies at one stretch, but 
we do not require all that. 

SHRI SHRIDHAR WASUDEO 
DHABE: My question was about co-
ordination between the Education 
Ministry and Information and Broad-
casting Ministry. 

SHRIMATI SHEILA KAUL: There ia 
absolute co-ordination. The distribution 
is don'e in this way, that the retailer has 
to g0 and register himself and also inform 
how many copies he wants. But, 
sometimes it so happens that they go and 
register, but they demand more copies 
which are not available. 

MR DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. 
Matto, please. 

SHRI GHULAM RASOOL MATTO 
(Jammu and Kashmir): Mr. Deputy 
Chairman, Sir, the issue in todays 
discussion is about the non-availability of 
textbooks to the children. HChk U S 
vary?    serious   iseue    and 

should engage the attention of all the 
Members of the House. Suggestions have 
been put forward. 1 have seen and 
consulted the books that Mr. Mathur has 
just produced. I find from the three books 
that they have been printed in private 
presses in Naraina and some other places. 
I would like to tell the hon. Minister that 
in the first instance while these orders are 
placed certain conditions must be lad 
down. One is to ensure that at least one 
month before the classes start the books 
are available at the book stalls. This 
should be ensured through the contract 
that you enter with the printing presses. 
The second point that I have to make is 
with regard to the get-up 0f the books. I 
have seen the books displayed bv Mr. J. 
P. Mathur The binding is extremely bad. I 
would request the hon. Minister that the 
officers of the Education Ministry 
sjhouJid ensurie that the get-up of "the 
books is such that they do not get 
destroyed so soon. The third point I want 
to make is about the price. The hon. 
Minister said that NCERT is running on a 
no* profit no loss basis. While I agree 
with that, when the orders are placed with 
ttoa printing presses, it must be ensured 
that the charges are reasonable. The pride 
of Rs. 10 fof a email book of 
Mathematics of Class IV, to my mind, is 
very high, when Mr. Dhabe or Mr. 
Mathur said that UNESCO supplies paper 
free of charge. I would request the 
Minister that they should ensure that the 
get-up is all right, the price is reasonable 
and it should be ensured that at least one 
month before the onset of th© session 
thte books are made available in adequate 
quantities. 

SHRIMATI SHEILA KAUL: Sif, I 
was expecting quite a different question 
from Mr. Matto. I thought he would ask 
something about the Kashmir Central 
Schools or other things. Anyway.. . 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It means 
there is no difficulty there. 

SHRIMATI SHEILA KAUL; Sure. 
The lion, Member has mentioned about 
the price, Jusi before it, it va-* 
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mentioned that JWe price of the book *houli 
not be high. Now if you want to put on more 
colour to the books, make them look more 
beautiful, as you said, about the get-up, it 
would be costly. Just as in the case of a person 
in the absence of proper get-up he is bound to 
look shabby, similarly if you want the books to 
look more beautiful aa is the case of the books 
of the public schools, the prices of the books will 
go up. And we have to cater to the need3 of the 
general public. 
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UK.  M.  M.  S.      SIDDHU      (Uttar 

Pradesh):   The     Education     Minister has   
said   that   the   cost  of     printing at  the  
Government     press is higher than the cost of 
printing at the private   presses.   If   this   is   
correct,   the no-profit-no-loss   basis   will be 
calculated at the higher cost of the Government 
presses and not at the cheaper  cost  a*  which  
books  could     be printed. If it i9 so, what steps 
is the Government  taking  to   reduce      thte 
cost,  since  the     Government  presses are 
having higher costs as far as printing k 
concerned? 

Secondly, there is a certain percentage of loss 
of paper in the printing and what is that.     
Because     when the cost of the paper is high,    
then greater  profit  is  made by just     not 
printing the books properly and selling the 
paper in    other     channels. Thirdly, I would    
like to know how many times within five years 
a book is revised or re-printed. The practice is, 
where the monopoly is either with the State or 
witfli the NCERT, to go on changing the text-
books every two years or every year. Therefore, 
it becomes a greater burden. Most of   the books 
do not have any fundamental changes as far as 
science, technology or other things are 
concerned and no new subjects as subjects are 
introduced. Therefore, how many times within 
five years a book is re-edited, reprinted, I would 
like to know. I would also like tjo say that 
having a beautiful cover, either in the three 
colours which have been    printed, which is 
dull or in a bright colours, does not mean   any 
extra cost in the get-up of the book. It only 
shows that the cover >«nd the diagrams have 
not  been done in a proper colour. It would not 
have eost a single penny more than     the actual   
cost   oi the book.   Therefore, 

I would like to know what steps are being 
taken to have better, more attractive 
books  for     small    children. Then it was 
stated that tjhe   NCERT has  no 
copyright  and  anybody     can print it. If 
you allow anybody to print, the Statje 
Government can print    ifr and others can 
print it. Then" what is the check to see 
that nobody   prints more than the required 
number, with the  result  that those books 
will sell and the NCERT books will not 
sell? 

Lastly I would • like to know what the 
inventory is of the backlog of books 
w'hich were not sold for any year f°r 
which the honourable Minister may have 
information within two years. How many 
books have not been sold and are still 
lying? 
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ferent levels at the level of the Government 
organisations, at the level of the NCERT itself and 
at the level of the Central Board of Secondary 
Education and these are there for t|he purpose of 
benefiting the private publishers. Sir, the 
honourable Minister now gave certain reasons for 
the increase in the prices of textbooks which are 
not tenable at all because the NCERT is getting 
paper free, is getting subsidized paper and no royal-
ty is given to t|he writers because the expert staff is 
there for writing these books. Why then is this rise 
in prices? It is just tto facilitate the sale of private 
publishers' books whose prices are less than the 
prices of the NCERT books. How is the cost mani-
pulated? I will <yte one example. The prices are 
increased by manipulating the input costs just by 
saying that NCERT has paid Rs. 18 lakhs as go-
down charges. One garment factory owned by the 
relatives of the Vigilance Officers at Badarpur was 
hired for Rs. 8 lakhs per year though it was not a 
godown for books. This is one instance and I do not 
want t0 go into all the other details. So, what I say 
is that there are no reasons for increasing the prices 
of books. But these things are going on because of 
certain olher irregularities. An inquiry should be 
made into all these things. There is one thing about 
the books published by the private agencies in the 
prescribed list of the Central Board of Central 
Education. This practice shows that to give advan-
tage to the private publishers tjhis is being done. 
And, Sir, who has done it? In this connection, I 
would like to mention one thing. The Incharge of 
the Publication Unit, Head of the Publication Unit, 
was rejected thrice by the Selection Committee in 
1979. But the same person has been selected by 
manipulation arid his assistant also, the Chief 
Production Officer, whose selection also was 
rejected, has been appointed through manipulation 
recently. These are the two irregularities and these 
people I think, a section of these people, indulge in 
this   sort of irregularities. So, I want 

SHRI SANTOSH MITRA (West Bengal): 
Mr. Deputy Chairman, the NCERT i^ a 
national organisation which has earned a good 
names. But, Sir, its reputation has started 
diminishing recently because of the machi-
nations of the vested interest^ at dif- 
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[Stori Satish Mitra] to put certain question3 
to the honourable Education Minister. Why 
should the Central Board of Secondary Bdu-
caticrn prescribe private textbooks at all? 

3.00  P.M. 

No. 2, why the increase was exorbi 
tant in the prices of books in the 
primary classes? No. 3, why can't 
the NCERT utilise the field units in 
the States for effective distribution 
and timely availability to the schools? 
Why can't the NCERT make use of 
Government godowns        Another 
point which may augment the income of the 
NCERT: Why can't the NCERT auction the 
paper declared unfit instead of disposing it 
off? Besides these, I want to make two more 
points. Why is there no film production for 
educational use being made in spite of a staff 
of 20 persons in the Centre for Educational 
Technology Film Unit? Why was Madhu 
Jhulka, producer, TV films, appointed for a 
contract of one year, sent «to West Germany 
for a three week training, whereas permanent 
employees were not sent? My last point, Sir. 
There is some talk of NCERT Secretary 
seeking information about the progress report 
on the 20-point programme, Congress (I) 
manifesto. How does it come under the scope 
of the NCERT—seeking this information 
regarding the progress of these points of 
Congress  (I)  manifesto? 

Sir, I demand an inquiry into the whole 
affairs of the NCERT. This malady is going 
on in the NCERT administration about the 
distribution of books and about the rising 
prices- 

SHRIMATI   SHEILA   KAUL:     For 
the kind    information    of    the  hon. 

Member, I would like to inform you 
that  the    NCERT  does  not  get  free 

paper.    For the paper that it gets it 
has to pay to the Education Ministry. 

' So,  to say that it is  free paper and 
' the books should be cheap is not quite 

icorrect. 

SHRI SANTOSH MITRA: Madam, are 
they not getting at subsidized rates? 

SHRIMATI SHEILA KAUL: They have to 
pay a small amount. The paper they get free 
but the cartage has to be paid. The paper has 
to be brought to Delhi. And there are also 
godown charges to be paid. 

For the information of the hon. Member, I 
woul^ like to say that CBSE is an autonomous 
body and it has its own rules and regulations 
and it works according to that. Now, a 
mention is made about the 20-point 
programme. The 20-point programme is a 
programme of the Government, and it is not a 
party programme. So the Government has to 
ask about the progress made in this direction 
about education, about irrigation and other 
things. 

SHRI SANTOSH MITRA: This is a 
programme of the party. This is the circular 
issued by the Secretary... 

SHRIMATI SHEILA KAUL: It is a 
programme of the Government; you must 
know. Of course, it is Congress (I)   
Government.     (Interruptions) 

DR. MALCOLM S. ADISESHAIAH 
(Nominated): Mr. Deputy Chairman, I am 
somewhat in disagreement with my 
colleagues on both sides in regard to this 
question, the basic question that has been put. 
We are talking of the National Council of 
Educational Research and Training. It is not 
the function of the National Council to 
publish text books for schools. No more than 
it is the function of the CSIR, Council of 
Scientific and Industrial Research, on which 
the NCERT is modelled, to publish science 
books for the Universities. The CSIR does not 
publish a single textbook. Now, the NCERT is 
the highest educational research and training  
agency in the country. 

As the Minister said, what they were meant 
to do was to publish certain prototype 
manuscripts in areas where the subject had to 
be brought up-to-date  or     changed  or  
reformed 
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and not to supply schools with textbooks. 
When I was at the UNESCO and I made 
available 10 scientific experts who sat for 4 to 
5 years in the NCERT and who helped in re-
modelling Physics and Chemistry text books. 
My question to the Minister is this. I know 
that the Government has set up a Committee 
which is now enquiring into the functioning of 
the NCERT. I have been asked to appear 
before it and I will do that. It is in order to 
examine the functioning of NCERT. The 
Minister should look into this thing so that it 
does not become an ordinary book publishing 
agency. If it is that, it will serve only some 
schools. This is the first danger. 

The second danger is this. As we saw in the 
last Government regime, during the Janata 
Government, Government begins to interfere in 
the preparation of textbooks or in the modelling 
of textbooks. There were some questions to the 
effect that Marxism had entered into some geo-
graphy or history textbooks. Some enquiry was 
also sought to be made. But it did not go very 
far. My ques- . lion is: Will the Minister agree 
with me that it is not the function of the NCERT 
to publish textbooks and that it is the function of 
the NCERT to monitor the textbooks that are 
being published all over the country? Secondly, 
is it the function of the NCERT to produce 
prototype where some reform in the content is 
required. These are the two things. Further, I 
would like to say that as far as the State 
Governments are concerned and my own State is 
concerned, I may say that the main motivation in 
taking over textbooks by the State Governments 
was because it is one of the most profit-earning 
sources. Therefore, it was taken over. T must say 
♦ as an educationist that there is not much of 
difference between what is published by the 
private sector after monitoring by the Boards of 
Selection and what is being published in the 
States. Therefore, I think that this question 
should be debated in the Council that has been 
set up. 

SHRIMATI SHEILA KAUL: Sir, I have 
already mentioned that there is a task force 
and the hon. Member himself is there to give 
his views. Also, the NCERT is producing only 
the prototype books which can be used by 
others. That is exactly what he wants that they 
should not become publishing houses and that 
they should create books on prototype basis. 
Also, the State Governments should not 
become profit-earning agencies. 

AN HON. MEMBER: This is not what he 
said. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The first 
point to which you replied was his question. 

SHRIMATI SHEILA KAUL: Is that all 
right? 

REFERENCE TO THE DUAL PRICE 
POLICY IN RESPECT OF SALE OF 

CEMENT 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Special 
Mentions. 

 


